Models with extended quark sector affect the CP asymmetry in the B → ψK S decay, a ψK S , in two ways: First, the top-mediated box diagram is not necessarily the only important contribution to B −B mixing. Second, the 3 × 3 CKM matrix is no longer unitary. We analyze the constraints that follow from the CDF measurement, a ψK S = 0.79
Introduction
The CDF collaboration has reported a preliminary measurement of the CP asymmetry in the B → ψK S decay [1]:
a ψK S = 0.79 
(Previous searches have been reported by OPAL [2] and by CDF [3] .) Within the Standard Model (SM), this value is cleanly interpreted in terms of the angle β of the unitarity triangle, a ψK S = sin 2β. In the presence of new physics, this interpretation is modified.
In a previous work with Barenboim [4] , we analyzed the constraints that follow from eq. (1) on the size and, in particular, the phase of contributions from new physics to B −B mixing. There we investigated models in which the only relevant effect is a new, significant contribution to B −B mixing. This large class of models includes, for example, supersymmetric and left-right symmetric extensions of the SM. In particular, we assumed that the b → ccs decay is dominated by the W -mediated tree-level diagram and that the 3 × 3 CKM matrix is unitary. While the first ingredient holds in almost all reasonable extensions of the SM, the second holds only in models where the quark sector consists of just the three generations of the SM. In this work, we study extensions of the quark sector, namely we relax the assumption that the 3 × 3 CKM matrix is unitary.
While in ref. [4] the analysis was (within the stated assumptions) model-independent, here only the formalism is the same for all models. We introduce this formalism in section 2. To get numerical results we have to separately discuss sequential and non-sequential extra down quarks. We discuss models with extra down quarks in vector-like representations in section 3 and analyze the four generation model in section 4. We summarize our results in section 5.
Violation of CKM Unitarity and B −B Mixing
We consider models where the new physics does not contribute significantly to W -mediated tree level processes. Most well-motivated extensions of the SM belong to this class. The SM-dominance of these decays has three relevant consequences:
(i) The phase of the b → ccs decay amplitude, A ccs , is the CKM phase, arg(V cb V * cs ).
(ii) The absorptive part of the B −B mixing amplitude is not significantly modified by the new physics, Γ 12 ≈ Γ SM 12 . (iii) The following measurements of CKM parameters are valid in our framework [5] :
The ranges in eq. (3) lead to the following bound, which plays a role in our discussion below:
We note that for processes where the SM tree and penguin contributions are comparable, such as b → uūs decays, the new physics contributions could be significant. This is the reason that we do not use the bounds on the angle γ of the unitarity triangle that follow from B → πK decays [6] .
Our investigation concerns models where the 3 × 3 CKM matrix is not unitary. In particular, we are interested in violation of the relation V * ud V ub + V * cd V cb + V * td V tb = 0. In any given model of this class, we can define a quantity U db such that
The physical interpretation of U db will be model-dependent. However, in all models it gives a useful parameterization of both the new physics contribution to B −B mixing and the violation of CKM unitarity. In particular, it is convenient to discuss the violation of CKM unitarity in terms of the unitarity quadrangle drawn in fig. 1 . We find it convenient to define also the following quantity (see fig. 1 for its geometrical interpretation):
We can bound |X db | through
Using eq. (3) we get 0.004 The CP asymmetry in B → ψK S depends on the relative phase between the B −B mixing amplitude and the b → ccs decay amplitude. In our framework, neither A ccs nor Γ 12 are significantly affected by the new physics. However, the new physics may give significant contributions to the dispersive part of the mixing amplitude, M 12 . The modification of M 12 can be parameterized as follows (see for example [7, 8] ):
At present we have two experimental probes of M 12 . The mass difference between the two neutral B mesons, ∆m B , is given by
so that its experimental value gives:
The CP asymmetry in B → ψK S , a ψK S , is given by
The CDF measurement constrains the combination β + θ d through eq. (13). We are interested in finding whether the range of the phase θ d is constrained. We find that this is indeed the case in models where the following situation holds: First, there should be an independent upper bound on β, |β| ≤ β max . Second, this upper bound should be strong enough in the sense that the following inequality holds:
Then, the following limit on sin 2θ d holds:
If CKM unitarity is not violated, then β max ≈ π/6, leading to sin 2θ d > ∼ − 0.6(−0.87) at one sigma (95% CL) [4] . If, however, CKM unitarity is violated, then there is no modelindependent constraint on |V td V * tb | and/or β and we cannot constrain r d or θ d without further input. We will constrain r d and θ d in the framework of specific models in the next two sections.
The r d and θ d parameters are related also to other physical observables. For instance, the CP asymmetry in semileptonic decays, a SL , is given by:
Since (Γ 12 /M 12 ) SM is real to a good approximation, the effects of new physics within our framework can be written as follows (for more details see ref. [4] ):
Our analysis allows us to constrain a SL within these specific models.
As mentioned above, the special point about extensions of the quark sector is that the violation of CKM unitarity and the new contributions to B −B mixing are related. Specifically, if we define
then we have, in general,
The a and b parameters are model-dependent.
To understand the consequences of eqs. (18) and (19) , note that eq. (8) gives bounds on
while eq. (11) gives bounds on
The fact that the two constraints have to be satisfied for the same value of |V td V * tb | may exclude regions in the (φ, r) plane.
Extra SU(2)-Singlet Down Quarks
We consider a model with extra down quarks in a vector-like representation of the SM gauge group,
In addition to the three quark generations, each consisting of the three representations
we have the following vector-like representation:
Such quark representations appear, for example, in E 6 GUTs.
The most important feature of this model to our purposes is that it allows for flavor changing Zdb-couplings (for details see refs. [9] - [15] ):
The U db mixing parameter in eq. (24) is the same parameter defined in eq. (5) which signifies violation of CKM unitarity. It allows Z-mediated tree level contributions to flavor changing neutral current processes such as B → µ + µ − X d . The experimental bound on the rate of this decay gives (see e.g. [16] and references therein):
Putting the bound on |U db | of eq. (25) and the values of the CKM parameters of eq. (3) into
Using eqs. (27) and (11), we can constrain r d :
Putting eqs. (25) and (3) into
we get
Using eqs. (30) and (13), we can constrain θ d :
In the derivation of (28) and (31), we have not used the correlation between violation of CKM unitarity and contribution to B −B mixing. To do so, we note that the U db coupling of eq. (24) allows a Z-mediated tree diagram contribution to B −B mixing. It is possible to parameterize the new contributions to M 12 as in eq. (19) [15, 17, 18] , with
Here x t = (m t /M W ) 2 andC(x t ) andĒ(x t ) are the Inami-Lim functions [19] :
An explicit calculation [17] gives a = −3.3 and b = −160. We now relate all of our constraints to the (φ, r) parameters by performing the following procedure. We scan the φ − r parameter space. For each (φ, r) pair we calculate r d and θ d through eq. (19) and |X db /(V td V * tb )| through eq. (20) . We check whether there exist values of |V td V * tb | that are consistent with all the constraints in eqs. (8), (11), (18) and (25) . Note that at this stage we do not yet incorporate the a ψK S constraint. The allowed region is displayed in fig. 2(a) . The upper bound on r is a result of inconsistency between the upper bound of eq. (11) and the lower bound of eq. (8) . The small excluded regions at cos φ ≈ 0 correspond to r ≈ |b| −1/2 , where r d is too small. Next we incorporate the constraint from a ψK S . For each pair of values (φ, r), we calculate β max :
(35) If the condition in eq. (14) holds (and r cos φ < 1), we exclude (φ, r) pairs that violate the bound in eq. (15) . The allowed parameter space is displayed in fig. 2(b) .
Our numerical scan gives, at the one sigma level:
For the semileptonic asymmetry we find (see eq. (17)):
A Fourth Generation
The second model we consider is the SM with a fourth sequential generation. Here the quark content is as given in eq. (22) with i = 1, 2, 3, 4. A fourth generation by itself is now excluded by electroweak precision data [5] . However, if there is new physics in addition to a fourth generation, such that the electroweak precision data constraints are relaxed but M 12 is not affected by this extra new physics, then our analysis below applies. The analysis in this section applies also to a model in which extra up quarks in a vector-like representation,
are added to the SM three generations [15] . Within these models,
From unitarity of the 4 × 4 matrix, we have [20, 21] : 
For m t ′ = 500 GeV , eq. (42) leads to
In our analysis, we use the bound (43). The analysis goes along similar lines to that of the previous section. However, the fact that eq. (43) gives |U db | max > |V cd V * cb | min means that we can put neither a meaningful lower bound on |V td V * tb | nor a meaningful upper bound on | sin β|. Instead of (27), we now have
and, consequently, eq. (11) gives only a lower bound on r d :
As concerns sin 2θ d , we get no bounds. Next, we want to incorporate the relation between violation of CKM unitarity and new contributions to B −B mixing. In the four generation model, the new contributions to B −B mixing come from box diagrams involving t ′ quarks. These contributions can again be parameterized as in eq. (19) [22, 23] with
andĒ(x) defined in eq. (33). Taking m t ≈ 170 GeV and 180 GeV < ∼ m t ′ < ∼ 500 GeV , we find:
Below we display only the results of a numerical analysis for the case m t ′ = 500 GeV for which the effects are most significant. In this case: a ∼ −3.8 and b ∼ −5.4. The allowed region without the a ψK S constraint is given in fig. 3(a) . We only display the r < 1 region since the a ψK S constraint will have no effect for r > 1. The excluded region around φ = 0 is a result of inconsistency between the upper bound of eq. Incorporating the a ψK S constraint, we find that the new CDF measurement does not place significant new constraints on the parameter space of the four generation model. This is particularly true for a t ′ -mass that is not much higher than m t . The allowed region is displayed in fig. 3(b) .
Our numerical scan gives
and no bounds on sin 2θ d . For the semileptonic asymmetry, we get
Conclusions
In a previous work with Barenboim [4] , we used the new CDF measurement of the CP asymmetry in B → ψK S to derive the first constraint on the phase of new physics contributions to B −B mixing. We have done so in the framework of models where the CKM matrix is unitary. In this work we have shown that significant constraints apply also in extensions of the quark sector, where the 3 × 3 CKM matrix is not unitary. The main reason that makes this possible is that a single complex parameter (U db ) characterizes both the violation of CKM unitarity and the new contributions to B −B mixing. Therefore, the number of relevant new parameters is effectively the same as in models where the CKM matrix is unitary. In either case, the measurement of a ψK S gives the first constraint on the phase 2θ d = arg(M 12 /M SM 12 ). Specifically, whenever we can put an upper bound on |β| that is lower than , it follows that there is a lower bound on sin 2θ d . Our most significant results concern models with extra SU(2)-singlet down quarks. The constraints on the relevant mixing parameters are displayed in fig. 2(b) . In particular, the measurement of a ψK S gives sin 2θ d > ∼ −0.8. This phase is related to the phase of U db which, in this framework, parametrizes the flavor changing Zdb coupling. The bound on sin 2θ d together with constraints from ∆m B give bounds on the CP asymmetry in semileptonic B decays, −1.4 × 10 −2 < ∼ a SL < ∼ 4.0 × 10 −2 . Weaker constraints apply to the four generation model and to models with extra up quarks in vector-like representations.
